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Introduction
The economic growth model a country chooses to implement is very
important for its economic development. This is the challenge primarily
faced by countries with developing economies which place the process
of increasing their level of economic development as one of their main
goals in order to advance to the category of countries with developed
economies. This problem is quite relevant for the relatively new member
states of the European Union (EU) as well, including Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania,
Slovakia and Slovenia. According to the established terminology, Central
and Eastern Europe is the geographic term for the group of these countries.
For the purposes of our study, however, their geographic location is not
as important as their economic (and general social and political) origins,
including their economic past (meaning the command economy and the
process of transition to a market economy).
The European Union’s post-Communist countries and the country of
Georgia have common economic (and not just economic) pasts. More
specifically, these countries (as well as those of any other post-Communist
country) were characterized by their command economies. On the other
hand, after the collapse of the Communist-type governance and the
command economy, the countries of Central and Eastern Europe and
the former Soviet Union were forced to face a severe reality: most of
their enterprises (especially in manufacturing) were unable to produce
competitive production. Hence, a so-called necroeconomy1 was formed
in these countries whose existence is largely sustained by government
support provided to necroenterprises.
It should be noted that in the EU’s post-Communist countries as well as
those formerly members of the USSR, investments result (and continue
to do so) in the imports of older and out-of-date technologies rather than
anything high-tech and cutting-edge which facilitates the maintenance of
an overall technological backwardness in these countries.2 As a result, a
retroeconomy is formed.3
For the EU’s post-Communist countries and the EU in general, it is
characteristic to move towards innovative development based upon the
establishment of a knowledge-based economy4 as put forward in the
Lisbon Strategy.5 In this sense, it is interesting to know how useful the
experience of the EU’s post-Communist countries will be for other postCommunist countries, more specifically – Georgia.
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The purpose of this study is to analyze those models of economic
development which are used by the EU’s post-Communist countries and
apply them to the Georgian reality (if appropriate).
On the Catching Up and Falling Behind Models
There are multiple models of economic development6 and economic
growth7 in the field of economics. According to one modern classification,
there are three different types of economic growth:8
1. “Frontier growth” which is characteristic to countries (for example,
the United States) which create qualitatively new products and new
production based on new technologies (it should be noted that instead
of the term “frontier,” one can also use “forging ahead”9 or “getting
ahead”10).
2. “Coat-tail growth” which is characteristic to countries exporting oil or
food products whose economic growth is dependent on the supply of
these products.
3. “Catch-up growth” which is characteristic to countries that use existing
technologies with minimum spending so that they can export their
products to high-income countries.
It is difficult to agree with the given definition of catching up as the existing
technologies may not include cutting-edge technologies at all; without such
technologies, it is impossible to catch-up with the economic development
levels of the top developed countries11 which is further confirmed by
the experience of South Korea.12 Hence, catching up should not only
mean growth based upon existing technologies but also on cutting-edge
technologies.13
It is also known that catching up, in itself, facilitates a convergence between
countries with developed economies and those with economies which are
still developing.14
The catching up type of economic growth does not simply imply a “catchup effect.”15 The aim of the catching up model is to develop a country in
a way when a relatively economically backward country is able to catch
up to those at the top. This model is based upon finding the resources for
one’s own development for which principled improvements in a country’s
educational system is very important as well as the facilitation of scientific
and engineering research.16 This is necessary in order for highly-skilled
personnel to be able to not only use the imported technologies from
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developed countries and use them successfully but also become actively
involved in the process of creating these technologies.
Based upon the catching up model, respective countries develop sectors
of the economy where more value added is being created and which
facilitates the expansion of exports of the production output of these
particular sectors of the economy.
The falling behind model17 of economic growth is principally different
from the catching up model as it facilitates a divergence of developed and
developing countries and not a convergence.
When the share of the production of labor-intensive and resource-based
goods holds a dominant position in the national economy of a country,
then we have a trend of falling behind.18
It is well-known that the de-industrialization19 of the economy causes the
pace of catching up to slow down and, in the worst case scenario, facilitates
the transfer of the economy to the falling behind model.20
The falling behind model must be differentiated from the abovementioned
coat-tail growth model as, according to the former, economic growth is
determined by the usage of existing, non-cutting-edge technologies at
their maximum while the latter purports that economic growth is based
upon the exports of oil products and/or food products. Theoretically, it is
absolutely possible for the falling behind and coat-tail growth models to
co-exist.
In order to move from the falling behind model to the catching up model,
human resources are of vital importance. More specifically, this concerns
those specialists who must become the main creators of the process
of catching up. As a rule, they must have obtained their education in
developed countries where development is based upon cutting-edge
technologies.21 Their role is vital in the creation and development of the
national educational and scientific systems when the country will be able
to move to the catching up model using its own resources.
On the Concept of Combinatorial Augmentation
Joseph Schumpeter’s interpretation of economic development in his Theory
of Economic Development is useful for obtaining a better understanding
of economic growth models. More specifically, Schumpeter, a famous
Austrian-American economist, states that economic development is a
process of implementing “new combinations.”22 This means creating new
5

production, new services and new means of production, finding new
markets and new sources for supply of raw materials and also carrying out
a new organization of industry.23
At first glance, the impression is that the implementation of an innovation
merely requires that resources be redistributed in favor of the innovator.
The reality, however, is much more complicated. Specifically, Schumpeter
justly remarks that the new combinations, as a rule, form side-by-side with
the old ones.24
In a certain sense, this statement contradicts the economic dynamics theory
also proposed by Schumpeter in another book, Capitalism, Socialism and
Democracy, which says that the essence of capitalism is the process of
“creative destruction” or a process of economic mutation which almost
constantly destroys old structures from within and creates new ones.25
The nature of this contradiction is that according to creative destruction,
new combinations must only be replacing the old ones while Schumpeter
himself, in the abovementioned Economic Development Theory, does not
exclude the existence of new combinations in the presence of older ones
when the new combinations use principally new resources and not the
ones already being used by the older combinations.26
As a rule, the truth must lie somewhere in between and the nature of this
“between” is that the new combinations and creative destruction happen
in the same economic space; again, side-by-side and meaning that they
co-exist. This is possible in the cases when some older combinations are
replaced by new ones through the creative destruction process while other
old combinations continue in their existence and are not so much replaced
but, rather, witness the creation of new combinations next to them.
In the modern era, when new sectors of the economy such as space
exploration, the nuclear industry and electronics are operating successfully,
a significant part of the resources used by the older combinations are even
useless for the new ones.27
It is clear that given the economic realities, the old and new technologies,
as already pointed out above, co-exist not so rarely which means they are
represented at the same time. Often, this co-existence of old and new
technologies is also guaranteed by the fact that they are found in different
sectors (or sub-sectors) of the economy of one country which is mainly
due to the usage of the means of production carrying differing content
which is because of the technical and technological differences between
these means.
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It should be pointed out that an economic crisis, as shown by international
experience, hinders the development of techniques and technologies28
which is not at all surprising as both the fundamental as well as applied
sciences suffer the most under an economic crisis.29 Hence, we definitely
cannot exclude the fact that in order to overcome a crisis and ensure the
post-crisis growth of the economy, special emphasis must be made on the
older combinations.30 This is not very surprising as under the conditions
of an economic crisis, the availability of the resources necessary for the
implementation of new combinations is much more limited. As a result, the
implementation of new combinations in such a situation, if not completely
excluded, is at least difficult to achieve.
The concept of “combinatorial augmentation” must also be considered
to be a continuation of Schumpeter’s economic development theory
according to which the combinatorial augmentation is a new combination
which does not require resources from old combinations as it is based
upon qualitatively new resources.31
The process of encouraging combinatorial augmentation does not need to
mean refusing creative destruction – on the contrary, where possible, new
combinations must replace the old ones.
Hence, within the margins of possibility, the facilitation of the replacement
of old technologies with new ones or creative destruction, together with
the stimulation of the combinatorial augmentation, must become an
important tool for economic development.
If we take the recommendations of the Evolutionary Theory of Economic
Change32 into account, a country’s economic policy needs to facilitate
the process of combinatorial augmentation, on the one hand, while
creating an environment where the process of creative destruction does
not face any artificial obstacles, on the other hand, in order to stimulate
economic development. For the latter of the two processes, it is important
for the government to utilize active and complex measures (qualitative
improvement of the education system, budgetary stimulation of innovative
technologies, perfecting the legal norms of bankruptcy and others).33
It is noteworthy that theoretically the realization of catching up can be
achieved most quickly through Schumpeter’s creative destruction process;
however, in this case the biggest opposition comes from the forces
standing behind the old combinations (more specifically, the political
forces supporting them).
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In the case of combinatorial augmentation, such opposition is weaker as
the old and the new combinations can co-exist as they exist in different
sectors (or sub-sectors) of the economy of a single country. For the creative
destruction of these old combinations, on the other hand, it is important
for the government to facilitate the process of combinatorial augmentation
as in this case a relatively high level of economic growth can be achieved
which will, in its own right, facilitate in overcoming “technology traps”34
which exist on the basis of the old combinations.
In order to further explain this phenomenon, let us remember that a
technology trap is a condition when a company favors older, less-effective
technologies even when there is a possibility of moving to a newer, more
modern technology.35 The technology trap itself is created by a situation
when the companies favor resolving short-term rather than long-term
tasks. The primacy of short-term interests, as opposed to long-term ones,
is mostly due to political, legal and macroeconomic instability.36 In order
for the escape from the technology trap to be possible, it is important
to take a whole range of complex steps. Specifically and first of all, the
government must facilitate the creation of economic optimism37 in society
as an optimist, as is well known, aspires to achieve maximum benefits,
having become used to the idea of a high risk, while a pessimist tries to
minimize the risks given some acceptable levels of guaranteed benefits.38
In its own right, the high pace of economic growth in a country facilitates
increased economic optimism. Hence, in order to overcome the technology
trap, it is important to make a “technology leap” which is possible through
the government’s facilitation of the combinatorial augmentation process.
Creating economic optimism is very important in countries where
companies favor resolving short-term rather than long-term tasks due
to political, legal and macroeconomic instability.39 This shows that a
government’s facilitating of the combinatorial augmentation process is
especially important for such countries.
Experience of Innovative National Systems of the Post-Communist
Countries of the EU
As is well known, the EU’s post-Communist countries are more-or-less
fully integrated into the EU’s economic system with some of them already
members of the Eurozone. This, in itself, does not mean that both EU
member states and EU regions can currently be characterized with equal
development.40
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Today, the prevalent idea is that post-Communist countries have fully
overcome the difficult heritage of their Communist past, manifested in a
necroeconomy while a retroeconomy is still the main powering sector of
the economy. The situation in these countries, in reality, is not so simple.
The economic development of these countries was seriously influenced
by the preparation period for EU membership. Specifically, for almost a
decade, there was a purposeful restructuring of their individual economies
aimed at reducing the spending of enterprises and a qualitative renewal of
production processes to be in line with both European and international
quality assessment standards (ISO – International Organization for
Standardization).41 As a result, the necroeconomy is no longer a major
problem for the EU’s post-Communist countries.
Under a command economy, the majority of the EU’s post-Communist
members which were also Warsaw Pact members at the time (except
Slovenia and Croatia) had rather important scientific and technological
systems which were mainly focused on the necessities of the militaryindustrial complex. When we talk about the initial innovative potential
of these countries, the existence of highly-qualified scientists and
engineers should be taken into account first and foremost as they were
involved in this scientific and technological work.42 This, unto itself, made
these countries especially attractive (first of all, in the aero-cosmic and
electronic manufacturing industry, the production of telecommunications
and their instruments and in the fields of chemistry and pharmacy43) for
transnational corporations even before they became EU members. This
must be especially underlined as the domestic markets of these countries,
before joining the EU, were limited with their own external state border
which created the relatively small size of these markets. Consequently,
as is well known, the small size of the domestic market of a country, all
things being equal, significantly reduces the attractiveness of making
investments in any real sector of the economy. We should also emphasize
that apart from the small sizes of domestic markets, the abovementioned
post-Communist countries bordered the EU directly which, in certain ways,
increased the attractiveness of these countries for Western European
investors.44
It was a mistake to rely on the idea that, given neo-liberal and neo-classical
expectations, integration into the large economic space of the EU was
enough for the newly-integrated member countries to adopt the catch-up
model of growth.45
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It is noteworthy that the abovementioned highly-qualified scientists and
engineers had lower wages as compared to their colleagues from Western
Europe and the ratio of the nominal wage to labor productivity was clearly
in favor of the EU’s post-Communist countries.
It was the investment attractiveness caused by the initial innovation
potential of these countries that outweighed the problems caused by the
relatively small size of the domestic markets of these countries. This turned
the EU’s post-Communist countries into mainly producing countries rather
than consuming countries.
In these member countries (specifically, Poland, Slovakia, the Czech
Republic and especially Hungary), the participation of Western European
capital in the economy is very important.46 Such capital, on the other hand,
was mostly attracted through the privatization of state assets. The process
was also facilitated by respective tax breaks.
As a result, the EU’s post-Communist countries managed to achieve moreor-less stable economic growth and an expansion of their export potential.
At the same time, it is practically impossible to say that these countries also
managed to create their own innovative national systems as the innovative
potential inherited from the former command economy was practically
“used-up” by the transnational corporations in their own interests rather
than in the interests of the country.47
Under the conditions of the domination of transnational corporations,
the EU’s post-Communist countries had small resources (if any at all) left
to develop innovative national systems of their own which is why these
countries are economically and technologically fully dependent on the
developed states (including the Western European ones).48 It is well known
that in the case of having a small amount of resources, the chances of
success in innovation is rather small which is evidenced by the fact that,
for example, the level of unsuccessfulness of innovative activities in the
United States is estimated to be about 90%.49
It is a fact that the EU has fallen behind the US and some parts of Asia in
terms of innovations.50 Today, the EU (and mostly Luxembourg, Sweden,
Finland, Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands) has a real potential for
catching up.51
As a result of the combinatorial augmentation processes taking place
in some Western European countries, it has become a clear priority
for these countries to facilitate the development of companies based
upon cutting-edge technologies and moving traditional manufacturing,
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based upon the so-called old technologies, to the EU’s post-Communist
members (and some Western European countries as well). In other words,
if the combinatorial augmentation process is mostly characterized by the
co-existence of the old and new combinations in various sectors or subsectors of a single country in the case of the EU’s single economic area,
the older combinations were mostly shipped off to the post-Communist
member states while some Western European members mainly prioritized
cutting-edge technologies. Such technologies, as is well-known, are an
especially important factor for economic development.52
As a result, the applied research conducted in the EU’s post-Communist
countries is mostly oriented on the adaptation of technologies created in
Western and some Asian countries. This, in its own right, facilitates the
migration of the few remaining highly-qualified scientists and engineers
from the EU’s post-Communist countries to the Western European
members or the US and developed Asian countries in search of better
remuneration.
In addition, for the better adaptation of the technologies created in
other countries, the EU’s post-Communist countries are becoming more
and more dependent on imports of some raw materials, machinery and
technologies from these countries.
Taking all of these conditions into account, it can be inferred that the
phenomenon of retroeconomy is clearly present in the economies of the
EU’s post-Communist (and not only post-Communist) states.
It is an unfortunate fact that innovative national systems are weakly
developed in the EU’s post-Communist states53 which is why these
countries are characterized not so much by catching up but, rather, by
falling behind when the economic development of these countries is
clearly technologically behind the standards of the economic development
of the US and some Asian and Western European countries.
The creation of the EU single market for innovative products is very
important for the transition to catching up for the EU member-countries.54
Extremely Falling Behind and Georgia
From the aforementioned types of economic growth, practically none can
be found in Georgia which is a result of a clearly primitive plan for the
country’s economic development which has been mostly oriented only on
the growth of its tourism potential.55
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Unfortunately, chronic poverty and the lack of the development of export
potential (when imports regularly exceed exports by three-to-four times
and imported goods regularly make up 70%-80% of the consumer basket)
is characteristic for the Georgian economy56 while money transfers of our
citizens living abroad is very important for the population.57 As a result,
the consumer model of the development of a poor country has formed in
Georgia.58
The economic growth type which is characteristic to modern Georgia, I
believe, can be assessed as extremely falling behind when, unfortunately,
the national innovation system is practically non-existent (at best it is in an
extremely embryonic state) and where not only the usage of innovative
technologies but also imitation, which is the copying and usage of already
existing technologies, is almost impossible.
Given the significant increase in the exports of Georgian wine,59 it is
possible for Georgia to move from extremely falling behind to coat-tail
growth which is definitely not a desirable perspective.
Taking all of the abovementioned into account, it is necessary for Georgia
to formulate a strategy which will enable it to move from extremely falling
behind to catching up even if that means going through a period of falling
behind as an intermediate step.
Conclusions
The EU’s post-Communist countries as well as the EU in general are
participating in the implementation of the Lisbon Strategy which aims to
create an economy of knowledge. The usage of catching up is extremely
important in achieving this strategy’s goals as it will ensure a convergence
between economically developed countries and developing countries.
Falling behind, on the other hand, facilitates a divergence between
developed countries and developing countries as labor-intensive and
resource-based goods hold the dominant place in the national economy
in this model.
Schumpeter’s economic growth theory has an important role in
determining the essence of economic growth models. More specifically,
this concerns the mechanism of replacing older combinations with new
ones. His creative destruction theory is also noteworthy.
Based on practice, it is a fact that both modern as well as old technologies
are often simultaneously present in the differing sectors or sub-sectors of
a country’s economy.
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The combinatorial augmentation concept is a continuation of Schumpeter’s
economic development theory if we take modern realities into account.
According to this concept, there are new combinations for which the
resources for old combinations are practically useless as they require the
usage of qualitatively new resources.
Almost a decade of preparation for EU membership has had a very
important influence on the EU’s post-Communist countries. This period
was allocated for the restructuring of the individual economies in order
to reduce production expenditures and qualitatively reform production
processes.
Starting from the 1990s, the EU began investing in the geographically
neighboring post-Communist countries on or near its borders. More
specifically, the relative low wages required by highly-qualified scientists
and engineers from these countries, as compared to those from Western
Europe, was beneficial for transnational corporations. In this way, it became
possible for the EU’s post-Communist countries to achieve a more-or-less
stable economic growth and expand their export potential.
Unfortunately, these countries failed to create their own national
innovation systems as transnational corporations used up the innovative
potential inherited by these countries from the command economy solely
according to their interests.
The combinatorial augmentation process revealed itself in the EU’s postCommunist countries in a special way when old and new technologies not
only co-exist in different sectors or sub-sectors but have also been distanced
in terms of geography: new technologies are mainly concentrated in some
Western European and other developed countries while older technologies
were mostly left for the EU’s post-Communist countries.
As a result, the dependence of the EU’s post-Communist countries on
imports, especially machinery, from some Western European countries
(and, in general, from the developed world) is growing. It is clear that
the economies of the EU’s post-Communist countries are a good polygon
for maintaining a retroeconomy and implementing the combinatorial
augmentation process in this way.
For the EU’s post-Communist countries, falling behind are more
characteristic than catching up which is a result of the unfortunate fact that
the national innovation systems in these countries are weakly developed.
Unfortunately in Georgia, the poor country consumer economic growth
model has been formed which is due to the utilization of the extremely
falling behind model.
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On the modern stage of development, Georgia’s transfer from extremely
falling behind to coat-tail growth is taking shape and this is something
which definitely does not give a reason for optimism in terms of the
country’s development. It is absolutely necessary for the catching up
economic growth type to become a priority for the country.
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